




Today’s Focus

Core 
Values

Vision Mission



Engage

Seek to understand others’ views

Think short-term and long-term

Meeting Norms



What is each element?

Core Values Set of beliefs that drive all behaviors of the district.

Vision Describes what the district hopes to achieve or be in the future.

Mission Articulates what is unique about who the district is, what the district does, and 

who the district serves.



Core Values

Set of beliefs that drive all behaviors of RCSD.



Core Values
Set of beliefs that drive all behaviors of the district.

Action
What do we have to do? How do we know?

Mission
What do we do? Who do we do it for?

Core Values
What do we stand for?

Strategic Plan
How are we going to progress?

Vision
Where are we going? What do we aspire to achieve?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dAaWweraQ4


● How does Sinek’s Golden Circle relate to core values of 
the district?

● What are the implications for developing the strategic 
plan?

● What are the implications for how we communicate the 
plan?

Why start with why?



A value is a way of being or belief that we hold most 
important. Living into our values means that we do more than 
profess our values, we practice them. We walk our talk – we 
are clear about what we believe and hold important, and we 
take care that our intentions, words, thoughts, and 
behaviors align with those beliefs.

Brené Brown

What is a core value?



Core values direct the behavior and 
decision-making of an organization’s 
employees.

What is a core value?



Sample Core Values

Guilford County 
Schools (NC) 



Sample Core Values

Waukee 
Community 

School District 
(IA)



Sample Core Values

District of Columbia Public Schools (DC)



Sample Core Values

Alexandria City 

Public Schools 

(VA)



Core Values Considerations

Consider what is 
compelling/not 

compelling about the 
examples.

Individually, list 
words that represent 
values critical to the 

district.

As a small group, 
discuss and combine 
ideas into values for 

the district to 
consider.

Share out as a whole group. 



Vision

Describes what the district hopes to achieve or be in 
the future.



Sample Vision Statements

- Ben & Jerry’s

- Google

- Disney

- Harvard

- CVS

- Progressive

“Making the best possible ice cream, in the nicest possible way.”

“To organize the world‘s information and make it universally accessible and useful.”

“To make people happy.”

“To develop leaders who will one day make a global difference.”

“We will help people live longer, healthier, happier lives.”

“To reduce human trauma and economic costs associated with automobile accidents.”



1 – The output
When you define what you do as an outcome, you start to transform your product or service into a 
benefit. Vision statements that talk about benefits are far more inspiring than those that talk about 
the service or product itself.

2 – The twist
Your vision statement needs a unique selling point. This is a key ingredient in helping you bring focus 
and inspiration to your vision.

3 – The quantification
With no possible end in sight (or a totally unrealistic one), the initial inspiration derived from a great 
vision can turn to frustration. Give yourself a goal to assess progress against but it doesn’t have to 
be numeric.

4 – The human connection
Include something that makes people conjure a specific mental image when they read your vision 
statement.

Key Ingredients of a Vision



1 – The output
2 – The twist
3 – The quantification
4 – The human connection

Producing and selling locally sourced cakes and pies that are so 
delicious and satisfying that every customer who leaves our store

does so with a smile.

Sample Vision with Key Ingredients



Ensure all students equitable access to a high-quality education 
and graduate each student as a productive member of society.

Current District Vision



Vision Considerations

Compare the current 
vision to criteria and, 

individually,  list 
strengths and 

opportunities to 
make it stronger.

With your group, 
discuss what you 
found compelling 

when reviewing the 
sample visions. 

Identify and record 
words and phrases 
you’d like to see in 
the district vision. 

What other 
considerations 

would your group 
like to offer 

regarding revisions? 
Record those as well.



Mission
Articulates what is unique about who the district is, what the district does, and who the district serves.

Describes what is 

unique about

who we are

Describes what is 

unique about

who we serve

Describes what is 

unique about

what we do



Sample Mission Statements

How well does each mission statement 
describe what is unique about:

Who the district is?

Who they serve?

What they do?



Sample Mission Statement

How well does this mission statement describe what is 
unique about:

● Who the district is?
● Who they serve?
● What they do?



Rochester City Schools
Mission Brainstorm

What is unique about

who we are?

What is unique about

who we serve?

What is unique about

what we do?

In groups, answer the three mission questions about the district:



Foster students’ individual talents and abilities in a nurturing 
environment of equity.

Current District Mission



Mission Considerations

Individually, compare the 
current mission statement 
to the mission questions, 

sample missions shared, and 
the brainstormed ideas from 
your group. List strengths of 

the current mission and 
opportunities to make it 

stronger.

As a small group, discuss 
your ideas and draft a 

possible new or revised 
mission statement.





Meeting Feedback

I appreciate... I wonder...



Next Steps

Steering Committee Meeting #3

● September 27, 2023 - 5:30-7:30 pm 
(Zoom)

● Focus
○ Portrait of a Graduate
○ Stakeholder Survey trends
○ District Data
○ Priorities


